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Zeadd-Pu'aht
10 QUALIFY fOR VOTING IN FALL ELECTIONS
tween now and the close of busLt.-Gov. Lawrence Weatherby, ines September 3 for participa•
State Director of the Democratc Lion in the November election
Registration Campaign is today are:
1. New voters who will reaeh
414,40••••••••••••••••••••• issuing an appeal to all qualified
unregistered voters in Fulton the age of 21 on or before TuesFor a long time we have gotten county to register with the Coun day, November 2.
good laughs out of the many ty Clerk's office before Septem2. People who have moved irgrammatical errors of eertain ber 3, in order to be eligible to to another precinct since last
out
radio announcers that give
vote in the November general registering.
the conversation on near-by ra- election.
3. Citizens who can meet resiweek.
dio stations. One day last
With the all-important senator- dence requirements of state law,
could
he
that
in all the glamour
ial position to be decided at that but have never registered.
muster, an announcer said that time, unregistered
Democrats, Residence
requirements for
at
shakened
were
officials
world
are especially requested to qual-! regisU•ation for the fall election
transla(literal
tet"
a "coop dat
ify themselves for a large turn- are one year in the state, six
tion) of some foreign govern- out at the polls in November months in the county and sixty
and
French
is
phrase
The
ment.
Those who should register at days in the precinct by Tuesday,
not pronounced nor spelled that 'the county clerks' offices be- November 2.
way at all. But this morning took
the cake. Apologizing for some
error on his part the announcer
said, -we are terribly sorry for
this unforeseen foresight."
Egar, you like apples better ia
the country or the summer?
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TAYLOR, PAYNE
TO PUY BALL
WITH FULTON

*. Rest

Liero Comes 1--1ome
Captain Dunn Buried
\Aiith Military Service

The
match
players SunCity hPtw"n
Union
andg°1(
ton
day at the Union City Country
Club course ended in a tie, with
a score of 28 each.
Boots Rogers of Fulton, with
a 76, was medalist, and Toddle
Miles, a 78, was low for Union
City.

FUNERAL -SEMMES
HELD TUESDAY FOR
FULTON RESIDENT

GOOD NEWS fOR
NURSE STUDENTS

COUNTY 4-111RS
ATTEND CAMP,.AT
MURRAY COLLEGE

ATTENTION DETROIT I
SUBSCRIBERS

FIRST STEP IN ISSUING BONO'S- FOI(REEK
COUNCIL MONDAY
PROJECT TAKEN BY

art'

FARMERS VOTE
63-0 FAVORING
CONSERVATION

Little
Phoebe

IE 60

,

NUMBER TWENTY-FIVE

foe Dunn came home Tues- Rioted his college work. In the
day. .- le came home to those who treacherous days of 1944, when
loved him. He came to rest the Japanese war was at the
arnor ; those he loved, ameng height of its fury, he flew MAthe f iends who saw him off as a girls over Japan, Formosa and
soldina called to the colors to de- Manchuria.
Good news is in the wind for
few; a way of life he cherished
He was an outstanding pilot
practical nurses desiring' to befoe timself and his family. He Wing been awarded the Discome registered nurses with the
boy
the
as
not
home,
back
can
tinguished Service Cross, postMurray
from
announcement
wh ; answered the command of hUmously,
for "extrordinary
State College today announcing
tiO heart to fight for the things heroism and gaUantry while parthe opening of a three-year colCapt. John Allen Dean
he held so dear, but as a hero. ticipating in a bombing mission
lege training prograrn for nurses
a symbol of patriotism and over Omura, Kyshu, Japan." He
according to President Ralph
courage.
receved the Air Medal with Oak
Woods.
The News joined the group of Leaf Cluster and the Purple
The general plan provides for
family and friends who awaited Heart.
three semesters of systematic
in the hot August sun on TuesA member of the First Christof
remainder
The
work.
college
day to pay a humble tribute Of ian' Church he was accorded full
the time will be deveted to clinrespect to this young man whn military honors at the Methodist
ical instruction and experience
Fulton will welcome to the
lost his life in 1944 in a hazard- Church
Cemetery in Wingo.
L.
Percy
first,
satUpon
September
hospitals.
associated
in
on
city
ous bombing mission over China. where other beloved members of
thirthe
of
conoletion
isfactory
Stone of Berea, Ky. who has ac- ,K. P. Dalton. president of the
Funeral services for B.
As the flag-draped casket via; his family are buried. Military
cepted a call as minister of the Fulton Baseball Association, an- (Link)
Williams,
prominent ty-six monthf program, the stu- Mrs. McLeod, J. Watts borne down the run-way at the services were conducted by the
First Christian ahurch here. The r.ounced Monday that two new Fultonian were held Tuesday af- dent will be granted a diploma
station, in the air there permeat-'Marshal Alexander Post No. 72
new pager as 46 years "young players have been signed to play ternoon at two o'clock from his and will be eligible to take the Accompany Big Group ed the jovial, comforting spirit of the American
Legion with
and has three children. The fam- with the Ftailroaders. They are home, with Rev.Kay Fleming in State Board examination and beWith approximately 250 boys of Captain Dunn.
Rev. Hugh Riley of Paducah ofily will be an interesting addi- Robert Taylor, 18, and William charge of the impressive servi come a registered nurse.
and girls from 12 counties, 2%
He was escorted to Fulton by ficiating.
The program at the college 4-H club members from Fulton an officer of the Army and borne
tion to the social, religious and Payne, 22, both of Owensboro, ces. Burial was at Boaz Chapel
The returned hero besides his
civic life of Fulton and the News Ky.
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the church in wishing Mr. arid and outfielder, was graduated .dom.
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Mrs. Stone and family a cordial from Daviess county high school
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is the sailor, home frorn
A graduate of the Fulton High
;the dozens of papers intended elude athletics, swimming, hand"Oh, can't tell you, but ity; Clarence Reed. 416 Park avenue
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!for our Detroit, Mic.higan, sub-)craft, and subject matter class- School and the University of
points iwest."
presently assigned to the 7Ist
And the hunter home from the
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell ,seribers, ;ye cannot help but 'es.
Kentucky, Captain Dunn enterCagey, we thought, and kept Reconnaissance Group at Yokota went to hear Rev. Raymond Couned the service as soon as he eonshow•they
all
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gettin*
asioaderhig about their destina- Air Force Base, Japan, recienthr sil at M. E. church in town Suralong and if they ,arass the ole
UK Agronomist Plans
tions. Picked up the home-town contributed the inaugural dona- day morning and were guests of home town.
paper recently and found out tion to the Air Force Aid So- Mr. and Mrs. Lon Brown on
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hod
week.
last
idea
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that they were visiting Mr.
ciety in his organizatoin when Pearl street.
our subeeribers in Detroit enjoy
William C. Johnstone, fieled
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did.
personnel in cases of emergency Mac Pewitt at the home of his goings in the city of the horst- Fulton county Thursday, SeptemA resolution signifying its inber 2nd, for some field meetings
--nature.
parents.
less carriage.
on corn production and cover tention to establish and conHave you ever seen anything , As a member of the 71st Rec.Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hardy and
May we extend an invitation to
1 ike the Clyde Williams. Sr. onhaissance Group, Lieutenant family spent Sunday with Mr any of you in Detroit who can crops, John B. Watts, county struct a flood control system for Corn To Be Excellent;
Fulton was passed by the City
menage for having a corner on IReed belongs to the outstanding and Mrs. Wlibur Hardy and find the time to send us a xeek- agent said today.
Tobacco "Fairly Good"
The first meeting will- be on the Council when it met in special
good loeks in this neck of the photographic reconnaissance un- family.
the news from the Wayne Yates' farm at 10:00 a.m. session on Monday night. The According to Walters
of
column
ly
woods.' On Tuesday we had the :it in the Far East Air Forces.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Haneoch Fultonians in Detroit.
and another meeting will be on resolution is the first legal step
pleasure of meeting Mrs. NicholHe arrived overseas during and daughter, Josephine returnIf you will contact us we will
CAernissioner of Agriculture
farm
Corum's
near to be taken under House Bill
as Kish. and her two sons of Buf- .July 1947 and was assigned to ed home-Saturday after spending be glad to send vou a list of our Claude
p. .
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374. to issue bonds to defray the Harry F. Walters looks for a
falo. N. Y. With parental pride Ithe Far East Air Force Headquar- a vacation with her sister, Mrs. subscribers there and you can
All farmers are urged to at- cost of controlling flood waters bumper corn crop in Kentucky
we thought our youngster a hand- ters in Tokyo where he was per- Geary Huntberger in York Pa.
not only learn the names of the tend the meetings.
in Harris Fork Creek. Although this year and a tobacco crop that
some rascal. but we believe he Jorming duties as Adjutant foe
They spent one day in Phila- Detroit-Fultoniaos, but perhaps
widening, is in "fairly good condition."
straightening,
the
meet his equal in the two Kish !FEAF Base prior to his transfer delphia, Pa.
form a congenial group as well•
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boys. Looking back vve thought to Yokota Air Force Base durCOLLEY
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liovv about it? Get in touch
carrying capacity of the creek from a three-weeks tour of all
ef the Banker Williams, a true ing April 1948. Here he was as- family of Detroit are spending with us at once and we will furnServices were held at 4:30 has already been completed the sections of Kentucky,
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man of distinetion. then Moth- signed as Personnel Officer of vacations with Sara and Rol,- ish you the necessary material Tuesday afternoon at Bayou de
resolution is a legal require- that ''the corn crop in central
er Williams, a lady to. the manor the 71st Reconnaissance Grou:. ert Wade and other relatives.
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young like
There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart
to some
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm
worthy thing' or cause.—Anonymous.--- -

t
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t

Grace Noll Crow 11

us that. the
There is no doubt in the minds of any of
with'i smoldering
world today is likened unto a powder keg
the anxiety of
lire near-by. Those of us who lived through
know all
battlefields
foreign
on
fighting
having loved ones
a result of the
as
arise
may
that
implications
the
well
too
precarious situation of world politics.
the -problt's a constant worry and we don't like to have
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an
it
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lem tampered with. We
world
a
of
advance
in
us
tell
country
this
of
the President
to foreign
conflict. "that no American troops will be sent
and now comes Harry Trulands." Roosevelt said it
to say the same thing.
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unmitigated
man with the
President Truman said
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press
a
at
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that no American troops, as such, would be sent
that
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what
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or elsewhere abroad."
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anean. If an American
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soldier, or is he not an American soldier. Will he
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American soldier as-such, or will he be a target for

!

_Arabs, the Israelites, the Russians, the Germans.
We don't like to talk of war. But not talking about it,
believe in
or hating it. does not remove its imminence. We
could be
our heart of hearts that at any moment the news
We
battle.
of
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broadcast that Europe is again in
hope
beyond
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that
on
want to be wrong
that we are.
But this double-talk about American troops not being
hurled at a
sent abroad is the foulest insult that could be
che, sorrow
heart-a
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people just emerged from
war is
another
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turmoil
a
in
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world
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If
and tragedy.
well,
the thing that will settle it—though that's a big joke-troops
about
hog-wash
that
leave us face it. But don't use
overnot being sent overseas "as such." If our boys are sent
word
sea, they are sent as SUCH troops to be fired at, and a
us.
by any other name smells like political expediency to
as
man
a
such
from
We are surprised at such nonsense
Harry Truman.- Such a statement deserves such careful
is an attempt at the
scrutiny, and a statement as such
•
game of Roosevelt.

, If We Had A Listening Post
Every now and then when the going gets rough (understatement) in the plant and we wonder whether or not we
are putting out the kind of paper that our readers want,
we wish for an impossible wish ........ yet in that wish we
the
feel comforted. We wish that we had known, had had
good fortune, the priceless treasure of a living memory of
Hoyt Moore. When dangling participles get caught in the
machine, when split infinitives crack the keyboard, when
etymology gets tangled with entomology and it results in
friction in the diction we just take off from the mudane affairs of this little shop and visit with the beloved editor,
through his inimitable column the "Listening Post," several copies of which we have secreted away for just such
days as this.
' Each time we read the articles on the yellowing newsprint, whose fibre mellows with age, we feel that il'in our
dotage we will haae attained the symphony of words that
sang in Hoyt's heart, then we will be content to put away
this ole Woodstock and take to the rocking chair.
Vire reprint here a part of the "Listening Post," of February 22, 1938. How can any stranger fail to know 'this man?
How can any neophyte fail to strive for the great editor's
world that is his. The article chronicles no great event. It
gives with no world-shaking aovice. It tells in words too
great for Webster the humanity of this man who gould
make a story of a blade'of grass.
Here it is:
"PAUL HORNBEAK and the Listening Post, sitting next
to each other at the Chamber of Commerce dinner last
evening, were highly insulted at the way things turned out
all the way around. At the beginning of the meeting ballots
were passed out for eliicting directors, and our names were
listed among the eighteen from which nine were to be elected. We agreed, having served in the past, to vote against
each other and did so. But it did no good. Both of us were
elected or sentenced, as one might say,. But this was not
the crowning insult. One of the Memphis speakers, in a
glowing address, told why certain towns were preferred by
farmers. He listed the things that farmers wanted in a
town. A farmer, he said, wanted to go to a town that had
good churches, good schools, good stores, good banks, good
doctors, good lawyers, (fancy that), good inarkets, good picture shows, good railroads. good bus lines, good airports
and a few other things. Paul and I were listening intently
and when the speaker said a farmer also wanted good hospitals I &aided Paul was getting warm. But there the argument ended. and the speakers never did say that a farmer
demanded good undertakers. I really believe that 'he had it
in mind, but forgot it. But as for a newspaper—ah, me, that
was never in his thoughts. The inference might have been
that the farmer did not care whether he had a daily newspaper, a weekly newspaper, a farm paper, a magazine, or
anything in the reading line. In fact, the speakers failed to
say whether the farmet wanted a postoffice or rural free de-

field :Monday on business
Mr. and Mrs. Harry yates
were guests of his brother, Mr.
John Yates and wife Sunday.
Sunday night visitors of Mr
and Mrs: Tremon Rickman were
Mr. and Mrs. William Killebrew
and Patsy.
Joyce Taylor visited Nancy

ing with the Committee for
Kentucky.
"They bring facts and views
from their organization to the
Committee and report back to
their organizations official proceedings of the Committee.
"These democratically selected
delegates elect the officers and
directors of the Committee for
Kentucky.
"Officers and directors are selected to represent a cross section of Kentucky's basic intel•
ests. It is through this Board that
official policy of the Committee
is determined."

Such a Statement! And From Truman, too!
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'Many infallible proofs," lie showed to them
As they walked and talked with Him on His earthly
arr.;
Bur I have often touched His garment's hem,
And felt His healing powet 15 well as they.
Oh, not alone to them came proof on proof—
He shares my loa4 He lives beneath-my roof!

livery. So Paul and I puffed and huffed and got red in the
face, and wondered why nobody ever thought of a poor
newspaper guy or an up and coming undertaker. But it's
just as I told Paul. "Never mind," I said, "the guy would be
disappointed if I said nothing about him tomorrow, and
as for you, he must come to one of your kind before time
has ceased to be." And both of us felt better from these

DUI
Mr. and M
and son hav
home in Eli

Love, in its highest manifestation, is the richest, most persuasive, most powerful thing that
God has to offer--it is the only
weapon we need.—Rev. H. R. L.
Shepard.

Time to Refuel,
Time to Refresh

DUKEDOM ROUTE 2

OH,many there are, but in my heart alone
There are a thousand shining proofs that
Chrift
Is a living force today, rot I have known
The white infallible ones chat have sufficed
To blot away all doubt: He is so near
That I can touch Him a ich nay reaching hand;
lie is so close to me that I ran hear
Him speak the simple words I underStand.

Lou Myatt Wednesday night of
last week.

Friday,

The weekend visitor of Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. McNatt was Mrs. Alfred MeNatt.
The Monday afternoon guests
of Mrs. Evaline Yates was, MrS.
Hattie Travis and Peggy, Mrs
Mary Katharyn Adams, and Mrs.
T. C. House.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Work
called on Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and girls Sunday.
Mr. Gayland Weems has returned from an extended visit
with his parents in Mississippi
hlr. and Mrs. Tom Stewart
were Sunday visitors of hlr. and
hIrs. J. J. McNatt.
Sunday afternoon guests of
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor and
family were, Mrs. Hall Cooley,
Mr. Lee Johnson and Billy Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard John
ton were Sunday night viisto.
of Mr. and Mrs. Allie Wilson
and Norma Jean. .
Several from this community
attended the sale of Mrs. J. E
Rogers Wednesday.
hlessrs. J. J. McNatt, Tremon
Rickman. Mr. and Mrs. O. F.
Taylor and Joyce were in May-

WATCH
REPAIRING

comforting thoughts."

I

,has about 87 large Kentucky
EFFICIENT
organizations affiliated with its
PROMPT arid
program.
COURTEOUS SERVICE
"Each of these organizations,
through the democratic process
selects at least two delegates—;
principal aria rua alternate.
JEWELER
"These delegates are charged! NADI ST.
FULTON. KY.
with the responsibility of workWhat the Committee for Kentucky means to the people of the
state is well summed up in part
in the following paragraphs furnished by-Maurice D. Bement,
Executive Director of the organ
ization.
"The Committee for Kentucky
is really. a joining together of
Kentucky organizations, repre.
senting almost every phase of
Kentucky life.
"It is a recognition of the fact
that we can make progress only
by joining forces and working
together.
-It is a means of bringing
Kentucky's varied organizations
together for the purpose of understanding each others problems
and of directing that understanding to building a greater State.
"It is the determination to re-apture for the people the control of their own destinies by
making democracy a vital and
living force.
"It is the embodiment of a
hope and determination to build
a better life within the network
of Kentucky's communities.
"This. you might say. is the ,
ideal of fhe Committee for KenLucky.
"The organization is non-prof- '
it. non-political, and non-partisan.
''It is a public service organization doing impartial faat-findIna, and educational work for
the gcneral advancement of ovi
people and of their community .
"The Cornmittee for Kentucky

hr

R. M. KIRKLAND

BOTTUM Weil ALOHOtrty Or nit COCA COLA COALrANY SY

FULTON COCA-COLA

BOTTLING CO., INC.
1948.114 Coco Colo Cooyany

W. T. I

C. M

Everywhere it goes
Everybody goes...for

I11111111111•11111111111
Attention Farmers
ogloweaD
011yara-Illotk
um, optional al extra cool

Dead Stock
REMOVED FREE
In sanitary Trucks. Phone ltil

Good sew travel. fast ... and the talk of every town them
days Se the new Futuramie Oldsmobile! People everywhere
are passing the word along about this spectacular new 1948
model. Wherever it goes, peOpie just naturally gather 'round
for a better view. It's the Futuramic appeal of this exciting
18C1111 Oldsmobile! They like its new "Futuramic" look- -the
dramatic sweep of its ultra-modern lines ... the striking

collect, Neal Ward Stock Yds.

tk

Fulton, Ky. cr, :22 Wingo Ex.

Mayfield Rendering
Company
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

111111M11111111111M1111/

siMplicity of its interior deeign. And they gm for its Futuranne
performance, too ... thanks to Hydra-Matie Drive's* "noclutch, no-shift" driving ease and the thrill-filled action of
WH1RLAWA Y. Everyone's spreading the good news about
this great new Oldsmobile--for everywhere the Futuramia
goes, everybody "goes for" the Futuramie! No wonder more
and more people are saying—"It's SMART to Own an Olds!"

It
OLD SMOBILE
YOUR OLDSMOBILE DEAtER

KENTUCKY MOTOR CO.
Phone 1005

210 E. Stale Line
Ihs• Barg J.Tioldr. Illwast Now& Maialissee MAIM
411

PHONES: /

•
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after
visiting relatives and
friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weems
mrs. Virginia Owens was the
and son have returned to their guest of Mrs. Wayne Work Frihome in Elizabeth, New JerseY clay afternoon.

DUKEDOM

7Ve

•coa, 'Recto 7a ?I

7kest Wara

,4
‘
3"6%

011° VW*
BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main Street

Fulton

More Farmers Plant

than any other

HYBRID CORN
for

Doyen,

For Cloality— or Profit
Ordor hay free

W. T. Ingrum, Water Valley, Ky. Route 1
Ray Moss, Fulton, Ky.
C. M. Hornsby & Son, Hickman, Ky.

Mr. T. Rickman went to Mr.
dio Program, "Ladies Be Seat- ;
Carl Hanlines Friday on busied". They allowed him forty
ness.
seconds, which is pretty good
Monday visitors of Mr. and
Senator, considering how ladleMrs. 1'. C. House were Mr. an !
love to talk.
Mrs. O. F. Taylor, Marion and '
Farmers are talking more and
It is a peculiar thing that what
Joyce Taylor. and Mrs. J. E.
a Chinese coolie may do in Ko- more about the 90 per cent par,Finley.
.
I rea, or a factory v.rorker in Aus- ty tobacco amendment Senator
Mr. and Mrs. William Kille- I tria, or a power-mad maniac in Cooper added to the agriculture
brew and Patsy were guests of'Russia, may change the lives and bill, and in the behind the scenes
Mr. and Mrs. T. Rickman Sunday destinies of all the people of the maneuvering,
labor organizenight.
world. Such trivial things are• tions seem to be lining up bemis
. Itcoistog
ioogingeatm
o pbaetgaoreal
Jane and Sue Owen were incidents that have led and may ihiignhdt htih
,guests of Miss Joyce Taylor Fri- lead to war.
It is a shame that men with
day night.
' No one wants war. The hunger
Mrs. Tennie House and Mrs. and devastation and terrible loss ability have to make a sacrifice
Evaline Yates were guests of of life is fearful to think of-i and to accept a State office or to be
Mrs. Julia Williams Thursday yet we all . want freedom -and elected to one, but under our
free lives for the rest of thc present Constitution we have to
afternoon.
catfiaocots thtaot fm
tahee
ceP
cituaitih
fte
illenoftwicie
ths
Mrs. Bera;a Rickman was dis- , people of the world. What are
,
missed from the Haws Memorial we doing about it?
can
make
much
more in private
' In the early days of our couneHospital, Wednesday.
endeavor.
The Judges were al.
Bettye Lou Raines from Tuc- try we had a spirit of independ • .
lowed
$1,800.00
a year for ex.
desir
son, Aritona was a guest in the ence, a love of freedom, a
grow• pense mone vhich is really en
is
that
Rights"
"States
for
home of Joyce Taylor Sunday
increase in salary. They deserve
I ing lethargic. The complacency this,
and Monday.
but thisY•indirect method had
:1 .4,ith which we submit to interto be used to evade the ConstiMr. and Mrs. Robert Travis
national indignities, with an air
tution.
and Peggy spent Sunday in May- ,
of, "It can't happen to us, vve are
,too powerful", is alarming and.
bodes ill for our future.
° CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Veterinary Service
We must realize that in voting
' -Jesus" is the-subleet of
Novertiber,
this
nominees
for the
the Lesson-Sermon which will be
we are voting for otir foreign
Day or Night
read in all Christian
Science
policy and the men we elect will
churches throughout the world
make our attitude and mtion
Phone 807 R
on
Sunday, August 29, 1948.
with Russia and all other nations.
Or Call 70
The Golden Text is: "The Son
If you, at this next election,
WERE VOTING FOR WAR OR of man is come to seek and to !
Dr.H.W.Connaughton PEACE, YOU WOULD THINK, save that which was los.t." (Luke '
AND THEN VOTE. You may be 19:10)
Graduate Veterinarian
Among the citations which
doing just that in this November
election. We should not vote in comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
Located on Martin-Fulton
and
the following from the Bible'
;this election as Democrats
Highway.
Republicans, but as Americans "And he said unto them, Go ye
country
this
into all the world, and preach
with the welfare of
— I at heart; and we should vote not the gospel to every creature."
best
,
the
with
party
only for the
(Mark 16:15)
foreign policy, but for the men
The Lesson-Sermon also in
characof
strength
have'the
who
eludes the following passage
out.
it
carry
to
integrity
and
ter
from the Christian Science textThere is a lull here in Kentuc book, "Science and Health with
ky while the candidates are gett- Key to the Scriptures" by Mary
ing ready for an intensive cam- Baker Eddy: "Christians are unpaign. Senator Barkley spoke at der as direct orders now, as they
the Illinois State Fair at Spring- v.-ere then, to be Christlike, to
field and was on a National Ra- possess the Christ-spirit, to folPERFECT
lov.• the Chrit-example, and to
!.eld.
heal the sick as well as the sinDIAMOND
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wray
ed Mrs. Wray's parents, Mr. and ning." (Page 138)
RINGS
All are welcome to our serMrs. T. C. House Monday night.
% ice.
I-Doubly guaranteed in
writing to be perfect;

CAPITOL
COMMENTS

4.0ne uniform national
price on sealed-on tag.

SHIRT
OPERATORS
WANTED

See dm. 'WO/
AUTHORIZED

Apply at once at

JEW ELER'S

the office of

2-Individually registered
in the owner's name;
insured against
loos by fire or theft:

16"...1.....k
.
a.„,a,00ftibmikoworloonlooko
Your Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:

WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE

Personals
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson
, and children of Paducah spent
1
Sunday with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Thompson and Mrs.
!Ida Pegram north of town.
Billy Carr of Madisonville,
Ky., spent the weekend with his
mother, Mrs. Herbert Carr.
Mac Nall spent the weekend
in St Louis and attended . the
Pittsburg-St. Louis ball game.

HENRY I. SEIGEL
COMPANY
4th Street

FuIt in ,-

"PURSE STRINGS" by RE-NU SHOE SHOP
wHAT 00 YOU uSUALLY
GET FOR TEACHING
TI4111..ixes oe Mb
TO StNiks?

lim.
watt.w.au.
'"" otafilw

READY. TO ASSIST YOU
AT ALL Times-

Dr. and Mrs. Glenn Bushart
and sons. and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Boyd and daughter spent Sunday at Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Evans spent
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Reid in Paducah.

AND vOu wiL,.. Finto

RE-NU
SNOE SNOP

GET READY NOW
FOR SCHOOL At4D FALL.
OUR LOAN PLAN HELPS
WITH PAYMENTS SMALL

same:,

an extra bu
New school clothes, books and-supplies are
dery on any budget.L__
We'll gladly help finance your "bodc to_schoor
penses. Phone or come in today
:
;

qntel

.1.°O.AN, pRPORATION
311 WALNUT STREET

FULTON

PHONE 1252

'PAUL HOPNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Hoene
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

\‘'"1111111111111111111111111111111111.1=111C---

Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home
408 Edclings Street
Fulton, Ky.
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Hoene for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burlal Association, Inc.

Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Kramer, Jr., and daughter spent Sat
urday in Paducah.

224 Lake St.

,
'
ONE OF my
ASSISTANTS

Page 3

I Miss Mary Louise Crane of
!Fountain Hill, Ark.. has returned home after visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Paul Boyd and family.

i

The Home of

Good Bar-B-1)

Fairbanks-Morse
"A Name worth Remembering"

RE-NU SHOE SHOP

Lake Street, Fulton

Next to the City National Bank

WATER SYSTEMS
• WATER SOFTENERS
• WELL DRILLING
• WELL REPAIRING

H. E. GRIGGS

PROTECT YOUR PONTIAC

Phone

1199-J—Fulton Hiway

HICKORY LOG
108 East Fourth Street

Union City, Tenn.

PONTIAC SERVICE

The demand tot Speed Queens
is ae weal. orders keep cowing In faster than see caw
make deliveries. However.
within the wort bur weeks.
we expect factory ahltaneata.
nue. by amid.; a Me
longer. you own *War Ow ft&
vanwegea of a double-wag.
bowiebaped tub Speed Queen
fiat Si& US. ewe RIO lees
Won copreational dodge-wail
wnsbets. Sandy. Ton
agrea Ws worth wafting a
Mee brayer le ware this saw
lug an a speed Queer.

99.95
AND UP

MIMI

UGHT? RIGHT! STEP UP TO "BROTHERS"
GRIESEDIECK BROS. BEER!
Seems like everybodyl stepping up to flavorfdi, wonderful
Griesedieck Bros. Beer! Smooth, light and dry, brewed
only io St. Louis—in the Wonder Brewery, with only the
finest ingredients. Join the happy crowd! step up to
Griesedieck Bros.—you'll agree, there's no finer beer in
all the world!

IMO

WILLIAMS HARDWARE CO.
1005

;Wwwwal

PHONES: Fulton 168

Clinton 3651

t

NNWw k

Orl•••41.441 Mo.liew4ry CAN
SI, tools 4, Mo.
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Cayce Methodist Church, Octoand Mrs. Clifton Austin. all of have moved from Cedar street ta'ert Stilley. and Mel Simons.
Thompson, Mrs. Charles Greg- Water Valley;
ber 19. During the business sesthe home of her mother, Mrs
McDade.
Max
of
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ory and
sion. lunch for the all day meetAir. and Mrs. Bryan Yates
Charles Ccok on Fain-iew ay's-Forrest
ing was discussed by the memMrs. George Moore and dnildren, Wingo,, Mr. and Airs.
nue.
bers who voted for individual
Mrs. Daisy Terry, Mrs. J. D. Yates of Sedalia. Ky., Mr. and
NEW
and
Mr.
Meacham.
lunches, and drinks to lee turnMrs:Powell Emerson.
White. Mrs. Clanton
Miss
and
Melton
Jane
Aliss
Oak.
Pilot
Williams,
of
]shed by„the .hostesses„ A memMr. and Mrs. Clyde
Mrs. Tom Morgan
have returned
ARRIN'ALS
bership committee anoointed by
Jr., Airs. Steve Wiley and daugh- -Mr. and Mrs. Julius White of Katherine Melton
aft- ,
Mayfield
in
home
their
/c
and
s.
r
Williams.
MHomra,
the new president, Mrs. Robert
Amaline
ter, Miss
Dresden, Lowell
to Mrs.'Charlotte
Lee Reaves and Ruth Louise Mr. and Mrs. R. p. Witty of Bir- er a visit
Thompson vvere the following:
DEPARTMENT
Smith and J. E. Niel:en.
Butts.
Mrs. Charles Wright, Mrs. C. R.
mingham, Ala.
Caldwell, and Airs. A. M. Browder.
' Mr. and Airs. Ernest Stephen , Landscape notes for the month
son, Clinton, Route 3. announce of August were given by Mrs:
the birth of a seven pound son. Robert Thompson which told
Richard Alfred Stephenson, born about mulching and watering
FREE THEATER
August 21. at the Fulton Hospital. plants and evergreens during
the drs: season and dusting roses
- TICKETS
Furlong,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
for insects.
Fulton, announce the birth of a , Officers and project leaders for If you can correctly name the
nine pound son. Robert Lee, born the year are as follows: Presi- above movie star. Turn tti the
August 23, at the Haws Memor- dent-Mrs.
Robt rt Thompson: Theater- ad for more details!
ial Hospital.
Vice-President-Mrs. Richard Mo-
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MRS. T. M. FRANKLIN
HOSTESS TO TUESDAY
AFTERNOON BRIDGE CLUB
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Who Am I?

Mock

you'll be smooth as butter ...*
warm as toast...

juniors for fall!

in

Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Sharpe
announce the birth of an eight
pound. two ounce daughter
Diane. August 22 at Jones Hospital. Mrs. Sharpe is the former
Joan Hutchens.
Nir. and Nrrs. J. W. Starks announce the birth of a seven
pound baby boy born August 2?
at the Fulton Hospital.

Going Back To School?
Hoot Lass Bonnie Coats
Go With Canny-Co-Eds!

Mr. and Mrs. Harding Henry.
Hickrnan are the parents of a
five pound 15 ounce son, born
: August 22 at the Fulton Hospital.
'The baby has been named Owen
Harding.
BLACK SUEDE
SIZES 5 to 9
AAAA to 11

ifrate:2:
:
k.

Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Lowery
Ala>,lield. announce the birth of
e'seven pound eight ounce son,
James Andrews. born August 2?.
Air. and Mrs. Lowery formerly
.1ved in Fulton.

'COY'

,

A

BLACK SI. ED‘E
SIZES 5 to- 9
trB

Mothers!Kidslove 'em!

BLACK SUEDE
Gold Piping
SIZES 5 to 9
AlkAA to I/

HAPPY SUITER
...happy combination on its' own,
delichted to team up with your
prettiest blouses! Here is o
two-piece suit-dress that
A TYPICAL CAROLE KING GIRL
will wear and wear on her whirl
through foil. The woven-to-match
'solid and striped fabric design,
CAROLE KING'S alone. Wool-and•
'rayon in jimior sizes 9 to 15.

$15.95

$15.95

Irby's Fashion,Shop

FRY
SHOE STORE
VA) Lake Street

FACE VALUE
A t -y copelet cf white pique pa)s
rrcmy a soft-spoken compliment
to the features cf
A TYPICAL CAROLE KING GIRL
in this one-piece plaid. Its bodice
is small, its skirt free cnd ecsy
what a wonderful any-occasion
chess it is! The wool-and-rayon
plaid, CAROLE KING'S alone.
Junior sizes 9 to 15.

Fulton

FULTON

, no mendTng
No loo:e straps
no snaps:
no lik,:tton\ng .
.
Peng-wearing, washable
even •
that
Ploy and schocl toss
small child can get into and out of
v,,t!" ease. Ava!lable in Sanforized
denim, suitings, twills, corduroys,
Gabartex and Kwiki-Gab.

Sizes 2-6 and 6-12.
Many colors and patterns to choose from. -

t

92
U

A—"Root lass Ninnie" woo' and camels hair, 3 way
coat' hos scoop pockets, Barrymore collar,'gored ;wing bark and turned up cuffs. Corded fringe
borders the plaid scarf Sizes 8-18.

4IL•

plaid korf ties under the collar of this "Hoot loss Bonnie" in likkl! or
stock
yom dyed grey suede velour by the Amerkon Woolen Co.
We also carry a 'complete
Vlide.ruffs, Nome
of boys' wear thru age 14.
almond shaped armholes, plaid lin nq, gored bock. Sizes
8-11.
Shop the economical way at---

THE BUDGET SHOP
2041 Lak e Street

Phone 1380

ErLi!

11-10/NIVA
312 Lake Street

Fulton
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What's In a Name - ft Says Here

Danville, Ky., sfter several
s,s..eks visit to his sister, Miss
Sassy, Royster.

Paue 5

1923, recorded in the County
Court Clerk's office of Fulton
County, Kentucky, in Deed
Hook No. 41, page 461.
Section 2. There is hereby apnsop,ptcd the sum or S1500.00 as
the purchase price of the said
property, and the City Clerk and
the Mayor are hereby authorized
and directed to pay the said pur'hose price to the said Joseph V‘'.
Beadles.
Section 3. All ordinanses or
oasts of ordinances in conflict
herewith are as to such conflict
hereby expressly repealed.
Section 4. This ordinance shall
be in full force and effect on
and after its passage and publication as required by law.
Section 5. If any part of th ,s
ordinance is invalid, such invalichy shall not affect the le
maining portions of this or•
dinance.
Adopted 2 day of August, 194R.
Approved 2 day of August, 1'943
(Signed) T. T. BOAZ,
Mayor
Attest:
Martha Smith, City Clerk.

Section 4. All ordinances or the Board of Council of the 3 du,
parts of ordinances in conflict of May, 1948.
•
herewith as to such conflist hereSection 2. The cost for sucls
by expressly repealed
Dear friends of the Southland; and TUCKER, and materials in There's the GARDNER,,FIELDS1 . Miss Adele Rhodes who underSection 5. If any section,•sen improvement shall be a.ssesser
I especially address thcse of the most prominent shades, such and the WORKMAN, but there went a major operation in Haws
tence, clause or part hereof is in- against the abutting property (
Fulton, Ky., with its neighbor- as, GREY, GREEN, BLACK. never seems to be an abunslance Memorial Hospital last week is
valid, such invalidity shall not such streets per linial foot s.
ing
towns and communities WHITE, BROWN, ROSE, and of anything except MOSS. Now doing nicely.
affect the remaining portions of follows to-wit: Green Stree.
$2.80; Jackson Street $2.80; Je
round about. Some folks say BLEW. Then for those seeking I look at the sports PAIGE, for
this ordinance.
ferson Street $2.80; Park Avethere's nothing in a name. I'm iomance
the;ss. are DAYS, those that like fish there's the! Mr. and Mrs. Rudell Johns
Section 6. This ordinance shall nue from Fourth
Street for MN
'fully convinced there is, and KNIGHTS even WEAKS, MOON FISHER, if its hunting there's'ond (laughter of Mayfield spent
be in full force and effect on and 1feet $3.00;
the remainder et
being a former resident of your and STAHRS, but no sun. And the HUNTER, then to those that the weekend with Mr. and Mrs
after its passage, approval and Park
Avenue to Fifth Street
fair city will try to prove to you to those who wish to spoon a lit- like boating, be sure to use the Mack Ryan on the Marin Highs
publication as required by -law. $2.70; the cost for
surfacing the
the same..Fulton has everything tle, just watch the weather, ORRS and speaking of hunting. way.
Approved: May 3, 19443.
intersections
of streets and alto boast of, though it sometimes Weatherspoon for Fulton could Fulton even can furnish the fowl,
(Signed) T. T. BOAZ, Mayor • leys shall be borne by the
city.
becomes somewhat confused ov-,be considered a wet town, with there are BYRDS, HAWKS, and
Attest:
Mrs. Virginia Tidwell and
Section 3. The cost for suds
er its contrast of narnes, but rest , all its GAYLES, its WELLS and CROW. Now, even though we -I._
m s. Doris Pearcey have returnMartha Smith, City Clerk.
improvement
shall
be
due
and
assured that whatever the case . WATTERS, its BROOKS, HAIL might have gotten a little ahead ed from a visit in Lexington.
payable 10 days following the
might be it will _be handled prop and SNOW.
of our story, we will not overORDINANCE
completio.n
of
such
work
and
look the creation of MANN,
erly by the people of Fulton. At ,
Then comes the thought of which is the real problem, first
Mr. and Mrs. Moore Joyner
AN ORDINANCE ORDERING shall, be paid as other taxes.
least so, for our first interview
home building, well, there's there is the head. And it's white, have returned from Ellridge,
THE BITUMINOUS SURFACSection 4. Such work shall lie
we will consider the ladies for
WOOD, GLASS, PAYICES, CAR- WHITEHEAD, then there's the Tenn., where they attended the
ING OF CERTAIN. STREETS IN deemed completed when acceptin this Modernistic Age sqle and
THE CITY OF FULTON, KEN- ed by the Board of Council.
fashions lead the parade. So hats PENTERS, LOCKS, but where's arm, my what a strength, ARM- funeral of the formers sister,
ADOPTING
THE
Section 5.- Any assessment beTUCKY;
there's the Mrs. Curt Barnes.
then
off to Fulton with its LONGS, the door? Ah, why bother to STRONG,
SPECIFICATIONS THEREFOR; coming due, which, is unpaid
SHORTS, L1TTLES, but sorry, build anyway? For there's al- HART, sometimes so- celd end.
Mrs. Peoble KNly of Union
ASSESSING THE COST THERE- within 10 days following the
no stouts. And at any time there ready the- - HOUSE, a NEW- hard, sometime warm and tenHOUSER. der.
City, and Miss Evelyn of NashOF AGAINST THE ABUTTING completion of such surfasing.
is need Isis alterations. Fulton HOUSE, even the
and Airrs. And one
DESIGNATING shall be 'and is hereby made a
FKUOYEKT ;
With that outline of creation ville, were Sunday guests of Mr
has a good SINGER machine Walls Halls
THE DUE DATE OF PAYMENT; lien upon such abutting proper• unusual thing about homes today, , Man is a funny looking .creatiure and Mrs. Moore Joyner in Highthere ara several GATES but , with only a head. arm and hesrt. lands.
CREATING A LIEN THEREFOR. ty and may be enforced in any
where's the fence? I toe& thes Well there's always something
INTEREST action by law provided, with
PENAI,TY
AND
ORDIN.ANCE
rlear old SouthLand. with its i_to think about_ around Fulton,THEREON AND METHOD OF interest at the rate of 6 per cent
ORDINANCE
HILLS, its RHODES and. itg never a dull moment. Just whesi
per annum triam_such.dir dale
- BE IT ORDAINED by the COLLECTION.
LAYNES, its PEOPT.ES are so it seems dull Fulton introduces AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY
Section 6. In addition to the
BE IT ORDAINED b-y ths
P.oard of Council oi the City of
YOUNGS and JOLLEY. Fulton a new RIDDLE. If you find all OF FULTON, KY. ACCEPTING
Fulton, Kentucky, as follows to- Board of COuncil of the City of interest, as set forth in Seetion
royalty
and
really goes in for
4, there is hereby assessed a
this too complicatesi and you STREET 131PROVEMENT, AU- w&
j Fulton, Kentucky, as follows:
doesn't set aside any Special day must take things a little more THORIZING PAYMENT THERESectiOn I. The street surfacing penalty of 10 per cent on any
Section 1. That the proposal of
and
KINGS
for
its
of crowning,
EASLEY, there's. a PILLOW FOR AND RELEASING LIENS McDade & McDade for the bi- of; Green Street from the west portion of such assessment unQUEENS reign all the time. And ' near you. Fulton is proud of it.,ON ABUTTING
PROPERTY, tuminous Isurfasing of
the line of Park Avenue to the east paid on it's due date.
do
bewarning
little
a
as
and , REPEALING
careful..STEEL, STONE. IRON
CONFLICTING.. streets, as set forth in an ordi- line of Pearl Street; Park AV3Section 7. All ordinances or
Fulton has LAWS, and it keeps , COLE. The male class of pepole'ORDEVANCE, PROVIDING EFnance authorizing spch work and nue from the north line of Four- parts of ordinances in conflict
a watch on its LADDS and helps look pretty wooly sometime, but FEgTIVE DATE.
at a cost as set forth in such ord- th Street to the north line of herewith are, as to such ssonflict,
the prisoner to become a FREE- they should not.
*Stereos, the Board of Coun.cil inance, be and is hereby accept- Fifth Street; Jefferson Street hereby expressly repealed.
MAN.
BARBERS,
I- Fulton has fine
Section 8. If any section, senof the City of Fulton, Kentucky. ed and approved, and authority from the north line of State Line
the main reason for did on the 3 day of May, 1948, is hereby given to the Mayor to 'Street to the south line of Wal- tence or part of this ordinance
The undertakers. are always but maybe
Fulton
has
only
that
is
because
enact an ordinance providing for execute such contract for and on nut Street; Jackson Street from is invalid, such invalidity shad
busy, looking for a DEDMAN,
means the bituminous surfacing of certhe north line of State Line not affect the remaining portand nothing MOORE. People of NICHOL'S. Last but by no
lsehalf of the city.
in
peop
e.
least
is
the.contrast
tain streets in said city and asFulton never get lost, for it
Section 2. Such contractors are Street to the south line of Wal- ions hereof.
general,
those
that
love
christCompletely
The
sessing the cost of same against hereby authorized to begin such nut Street is hereby ordered to
seems there's only one direction
Section 9. This ordinance shall
.the the abutting property: and,
that's WEST. And if they start ianity and those that love
.sonstruction at a cost to be as- be surfaced with a bituminous be in full force and effect on and
morning.finds
Sunday
world,
for
AUTOMATIC
Whereas. on. the 3 day of May sessed against the city per lin- surfa.cing as set forth in the after its passage, adoption ant
out some place they alwa.,,s
their destination that's the people of Fulton seeking a 194E. the proposal- of McDade & ial foot as set forth in such con- specifications contained and set publication as required hy
teach
hag
it
bad
Too
place
to
worship.
Electric Range
McDade. Contractors, was ac• tract.
largely due to having'home good
forth in the contract proposal Approved: May 3, 1948
WALKERS, CAFtRS even Carly. only a few CHAPPELLS and cepted by said city for such biSection 3. Such work shall be submitted by McDade & Mc- (Signed> T. T. BOAZ, Mayo:
which
city
in
BELLES,
while
the
they
tuminous surface of said street. deemed completed when accept- ,Dade, Contractors, as contained Attest:
bells. and crossing a stream
TEM- and
'
might even have to WADE. Noy,- I lived has CHAPPELLS.
ed by the Board of Council.
in the minutes of the meeting of MARTHA SMITH, City Clerk
$299.95
PARRISHS.
CHURCHS,
,PLES,
tummy.
the
Whereas. such werk has been
a little thought of
Yet
DEACONS.
and
PRIESTS
,
MILLERS.
MILLS.
sompleted and has been inspectThere are the
BAKERS, COOKES and not one the people don't find the place ed s.nd examined, and in the
friends
worship.
So
of
.
Whereas the total assessment
hunger. Now the question o
picture here painted, I've tried against abutting property owners
what to cook, that should be no
people
of
to bring to-gether the
has been paid in full,
problem, for there are the PIGsame
SHOATTS. i the sunny south, and at the
Now therefore, be ordained by
HOGGS,
U E S.
Some-•
There's
'time prove to you
the Board of Council of the City
LAIVIBS, even a SHEPHERD,
Name.
the
.thing in
of Fulton, Kentucky, to-wit:
and if you are ,choosy: your best
Respectfully,
Section 1. That the bituminous
selections would be LEGGS or
McGregor
Hatter
Ethele
surfacing of that portion of JackBUTT and don't forget the PIC- .
Street
1124
River
son. Jefferson. Green Streets and
KELS, though the PRICES are
Port Huron, Michigan.
THI
Park Avenue in said city as desso high it gives sou the creeps.
the SUGGS or
You think
ignated in an ordinance adopted
ROACHES are after you.
by said council on the 3 day of
PERSONALS
and as done by McLiving cost is 99 per cent high
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Godfres May. 1948,
ind 1 per cent LOWE, ask KEL- and family of Paducah spent the Dade & .McDolle in conformity
AUTOMATIC
LY. And as for something to weekend with his mother, Mrs. with the spteification, be and
ILECTIRIC RANGE
is hereby accepted and approvcook in. there seems to be a lot J. L. Godfrey.
ed by said council.
of PCYITS, but no pans I do think
$249.95
Section 2. The Mayor and City
•Fulton should have more crackMiss Patsy Koon has return- Clerk are hereby authorized and
furniture.
McDADE FURNITURE ers and not so much
Memphis
af
ed
to
her
home
in
instructed to pay to McDade Ss
It has GRAHAMS enough. FulCOMPANY
ston specializes in one kind of ter a weekend visit with rela- McDade the suns of, $6.279;00 in
and
friends
here.
tives
greeting, VALENTINES. Well,
full Payment for such con.strucPhone 905
212 Church
with spring planting to be done,
tien and imprtMement.
will pay a $1,000-U. S. Government Savings Bond for
and
NORGE BEFORE YOU BUY people are quite busy but they Mr. and Mrs. Jim Rcister
Section 3. The'liens created by
returned
to
their
home
have everything to do with. son have
the ordinance, mentioned in Secany domestic washing machine of any type or kind,
tion 1 above, be and. are here's;
discharged and satisfied in full.
new or old, automatic or non-automatic, that will
Section 4. All ordinances or
wash clothes as fast and as clean as the amazing new
parts of ordinances in ccnflict
herewith are as to such conflict
LATELY?
HAVE YOU TRIED LAUNDRY SERVICE
hereby expressly repealed.
Section 5.'Xhis ordinance shall
be in fall force and effect oh and
after its adoption, approval and
ix-Winton as required by law.
Adopted 7th. day of July, 1948.
Approved: T. T. BOAZ (Signed)
The most important 8.nd
Mayor
Attest:
revolutionary home appliMartha Smith, City Clerk. •
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CHALLENGE

EXUM RADIO and ELECTRIC SHOP

Aonitor Aerator Wasner
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N

,
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ORDINANCE
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Your first co•t is far
frohi you, lag eost in
is:Idling. Let's lied it all

Practically everything you buy today
costs nearly twice what it did seven or
eight years ago . . . everythihg, that
is except LAUNDRY SERVICE.
IIere, thank goodness, is ONE place
where your dollar buys an improved
service at very little increase in price.
You'll like our excellent service ... and
our low prices speak for themselves.
Call us and find out for yourself!

$45.00

Even your cost of sup
plies is but a small part
of doing it at home ...

O.K. LAUNDRY
AND SANITONE CLEANERS

Fulton

Phone 130
•
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Fulton

AN ORDINANCE OF THE ,lITY
OF FULTON. KENTUCKY, ACCEPTING A DEED FROM JOS*
1
H W. BEADLES ET UX TO
I
OWN LOT IN THE CITY OF
Ft LTON, KENTUCKY.
BE IT ORDAINED by the
Ecard sf Council of the City of
F.,Its!), Kentucky, as follows. towit:
Sestion 1. That the deed from
Joseph W. Eeadles and wife, Vivian Hall Beadles, to the City of
Felten, Kentucky, dated June 15,
1948, for the following described
property, be and is hereby accepted. and the said property iS
hereby dedicated for public purpose:
Beginning at stake in the
western line of the right-of-way
ef the Illinois Central Railroad
Company (Cairo-Fulton line/
near the north end of Eddings
Street; running thence ; vesterlv 2C,3 feet and 6 inches,
more or less, to the southcast
corner of the lot formerly owned by W. T. Carr, now owned
hy 331511! Stalling and wife,
Loui:4e Stallins; thence in a
northerly direction 261 feet and
10 inehes to the south line of
the land formerly owned by
J. N. Hall, now owned by Tan
Hart; thence easterly along'
the south lint of the said Tart
Hart land 131 feet and 6 inches,
more or leas. to said- Railroad
Cernpany's right-of-day; thence
southerly along the western
1 line of said right-of-way to the
1 place of beginning; being the
same lot or parcel of land conveyed to the said Joseph W.
Beadles by I. F. Fall. a single
man, bY deed dated March 29,

ance development sinc•
the war.

Small end light enough to
be rolled out of sight into a
clesef, it is the mightiest
little laundry ever known.
Washes full load thoroughly
in just 5 minutes. Rinses
clothes so thoroughly
that outsicie c.lrying is unnecessary.

te,,,'
DOLLAR VALUE

rq

,4

,

L nmediate De/ivcr:,, cn efgrlay at

EXUM RADIO and ELECTRIC SH6P
WALNUT STREET

PHONE 207

Visit us fcr den•rnstration
h.:11 terms of this
"challenge" oher. Cannot be handled by telephone.

See the cornpkte line of

ONITOR
HOME APPLIANCES
MORE THAN A MILLION MONITOR PRODUCTS'IN- USE

e
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"Is your boy friend progresFESCUE YIELDS WELL
sive o? conservative?"
L. Walker of Marshall
C.
wears
He
say.
"It's hard to
an unusual yield
last year's clothes, drives this county reported
a two-acre plot of
year's car, and lives on next of seed from
Kentucky 31 fescue. According
year): income."
to Farm Agent J. Homer Miller.
Walker harvested 1.5110
Captain: If this storm contin- Mr.
pounds of ,recleaned seed. After
ues we'll have to heave to.
Lady: That's a horrid way of combining was done, the field
cut five tons of hay.
tt;ng it.
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PURE
AND
SIMPLE

'staying en job and working hard
Dear Miss Latane;
will
I read your column everyland will he get a raise? And
betweek, which I enjoy very mucls.;my husband's health be any
I would like to ask you a few ter in this alimate?
I. B.
questions. I like a girl very
much. Do you think there is a.De‘_,,(1. B
—
chance for marriage in the fut-I Yea,
there will be , two more
are? Does she love me? Does SI added to your family. No, you
a.
own
ever
I
Will
rne?
love
will move within the next 5 or
..!-? Will my Father ever marry 6 months. Yes, I would advise
iin?
him to stay on his present job.
R- E. S.I If he does he will get a raise an
also a promotion. Yes, in a year
).,ir R. E. S.;
his condition vvill be 100 percent.
Yes. there is a chance for mai.. ,ge in the future and she does
love you. The biggest trouble is Miss Latane;_
convincing yourself that you can
I read your column in the
THE CHRISTIAN
MONITOR. You will fin! yourself one oe
make a go of it. No, S. J. doesn't News and I do enjoy it. I would
the best-informed persons lot your community on world affairs when
love you, she is only out for a like for you to answer some Miss Latane;
you mod this world,wde daily newspaper regulorly You mil gain
to
you
I
for
like
answer
would
fresh, nev. viewpoints, o fuller, richer understanding of today's vital
good time and she had just ,,as questions for me. Will my daughnews--PLIJS help from its excision* features on homemolung, educasoon be with one as another. ter get to visit me soon and 1; some questions for me. Will I
tion. business, thsatw, music, radio, sports,
again
ever
be
I
ever
Will
happy?
I_ _
Yes, you will ovvn a new car my health going to Unprove so 1'
Subscribe ems re
PS-S
The Overton SCIenc• Publishing Society
nil. special "tot.
but no time soon. No, your fath- can take a trip to see her and marry, and if so when? Will mY
One, Nervray Street, Soston IS, Moss., U S. A.
ex-mother-in-law
softer
eceseinted"
ever
any
be
marry
again ever.
er will not
I Enclosed is SI, for ANCA please send nut The Christian
—i swells fee SI
%vitt I continue living at the same better than she is now? Is her
'Science Mentor fee one month.
fwidisl•
place? Will I get the house wired condition serious? Will she conNome
for electricity .soon and get the tinue to live where she now is?
Dear Miss Latane;
e roo .
ea s s Oppe in
.Will my husband be a jealou.
Street
Have read your column every ,
M. C. type person? What do you see in
week and would like to get your 1
i • futlye ture for Me? Will I have
Stole
Zone
CHY
advice on some things. Will there i My dear M. C.:
I
be an addition to our family?,1 Yes, one of your daughters will , a home if I ever marry.
M. C.
Will we stay on the place where !visit you soon. No, your healthl
we are? Are will we move closer v,all never be any better, how- My Dear M. C.
BURN TOO!
FURNISHINGS
to his work? Will he prosper by .ever, you can keep down a lot
No, you will never be any
INSUR
FERE
DOES YOUR
i Of your trouble by taking better more happier than you are now.
care of your self. You will take No, you will never marry again
EVERYTHING?
ANCE COVER
a trip to see one of your dough- You are married now, and if you
ters in the next 60 days. Yes, you 'are referring to your mother in
ft costs but a few dollars a
will live there for awhile, but I law her health is bad but not
would advise your moving, as it serious, as she will live a long
month to include your ENTIRE
v,•ould be better on your health.-,time. She will live to be in the
in your fire inFURNISHINGS
80's. No, I think she will move.
Yes, your husband is jealous of
1Vliss Latane;
alrance policy. Investigate-- and
I do not live in Fulton at the you, but he had rather die than
Invest in this full protection.
present but read your column 'own ugato it. Yes, you will have a
and enjoy it so much. I would home, a beautiful one before it
like to ask you some questions. is over, that is if you both don't
Will I like the home we are work to hard to enjciy it. There
buying better in the future than is a dark heavy set person who
I do now? Would I be happier if will enter your life bev,aire of
INSURANCE AGENCY
FULTON
I returned to Tennessee to live. her, she will try to cause you a
203 '3Iain
•Will my mother get to visit me lot of trouble. She will try to
any time soon. Will my husband turn people against you. There
keep his present job long" Doe. is also a dark middle age woman
he love me as much as he says who is trying to play your friend r21
but watch her, she is jealous of
he does?
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
E. D. you and would do anything to S
'get you out of the way. She is
My dear E. D.
No, 7.-ou v.ill not like the new thinking of some -way to break
home better in the future than you and your husband up so
you now do. You will never be don't be silly and let them break
For easier loading
lighter
T,
satisfied. Yes, you would be bet- up your home, as there is a bed
draft . . more even spreading—
(Formerly C & E Sandwich Shop)
choose a John Deere Model"HH" ter satisfied in some other state of roses in the future for you if
Horse-Drawn, Rubber-Tired
than the one you now live in you aren't silly.
Spreader. It has such important
features as the low, easy-to-load
all-steel box; big-capacity beaters
DUKEDOM RT. 2
that work with the load—not
(Too Late for Last Week)
against it; "auto-steer" front axle
for short turning; enclosed conDR T. M. REID
We had another nice rain
veyor drive. It's a spreader you
Thursday. It was quite a stiaar.
can't afford to be without. See ea
for further information.
in some places, but no serious
„Chiropractor
damage was done near 14re.
Mrs. O. F. Taylor called on
Immediate Delivery!
Mrs. T. Rickman awhile Monday
Bldg.
Bank
National
City
afternoon
Mr..and Mrs. T. C. House were
Fulton, Ey
?ower Corn Binders
guests of their daughter. Mrs.
.ilma Williams Thursday.
Yv
1 4-Wheel Trailers
Joyce Taylor returned home
"". TC"IFF'-'111TeliglIllli"14CT ;1,1;!1'
By the Case
the Bottle
1111111111111"4::" _ 'Sunday after an extended visit t
"
!'/hl!'111''0,1111!!!Utild11
"'!1!!!'
with her cousin and Mr. and E
2-Wheel Trailers
Owned and Operated
Mrs. yIames Ellegood and boys. —
Treasmon
Ja.we-• Boyce and
, Crosley Radios
By RAY CLONTS
Dale.
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods
, Efammermills
Mr. and Mrs. Richard JohnsMr
parents,
MAKE
her
on
called
ton
WE
Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
Brillion Pulverizers
and Mrs. Allie WiLson, Monday :„#.
YOUR
HOURS: 7:30 A. M. to MIDNIGHT
night.
With Seeders
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates
OLD RADIO
Phone 9194
Street
Depot
were Sunday guests of Mr. and g
Speed Queen Washers
SIHG
Mrs. Ferd Steele.
LIKE KEW
Mrs. Earl Wray visited heSection Harrows
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Clon
House Thursday afternoon.
Power Lawn Mowers
Mrs. Ruth Weems called on
Iher sister, Mrs. J. C. Finley Sat
Electric Stoves
afternoon.
STATIC HUM
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Tractor Mowers
TIN SHOP
STEALS THE SHOW Tremon Rickman were Mr. and
Mrs. James Ellegood of ArlingHorse Mowers
Chandler
Even a symphony orchestra ton. Miss Rauda Beth
of Illinois and Mr. and Mrs. OliDump Rakes
can't compete with a huinmver Taylor and children.
ing radio. When your radio is
Mrs. Tennie House visited her
Sweep Rakes
noisy, phone 401. We'll send a sister, Mrs. J. C. Finley, Friday.
repair man to your home for lweW
ekil.1 French visited his son and
! Disc Tillers
family. Clarence French, last
3 free diagnosis. If the fault
I Used Disc Harrow 7-ft. isn't in the electric circuit,
Louis Wilson spent Friday
he'll make necessary repairs
night vvith his sister, Mrs. RichI fol. a reasonable charge.
(2) 14-in. used plows
ard Johnston and husband.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. House vvere
Hammermill with 10Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
inch Cutter head
Wes Mills.
Charles Carr spent Saturday
4-foot Rotary Scraper
night with lus sister. Mrs. Harold Hawks and family.
Used 5-foot Combine
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson
and Mr. and Mrs. Norman CritUsed 6-foot Combine
tenden ate supper with their son

soma

fil11111111111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .11111111111111111111lliiililli

Our ice cream is so good it needs no fancy trimmings. It's
made with the same care you'd take at home—with plenty
of rich cream! Serve plain in.a dish ..

:aine necessary to place emand brothel., Mr. and Mrs. Rob- be,
ert• Emerson of Mayfield Satur- bargo on further movements of
grain for storage. Lack of boxday night.
Mr. Will French was a guest haars and storage facilities e3US.
Yes, your mother will visit you
c•cl wheat to be piled on the
within the next 30 or 35 days. in the home of Mr. and Mrs. T
ground in most sections.
Yes, his work will last for SOme C. House Monday night.
tone with the company he is
, Fifty years ago William Jennow with. No, he doesn't love GRAIN TERMINMS IN
I flings Bryan said, you cannot
you as he says he does, he loves SOUTHWEST JAMMED
I press a crown of thorns upon the
a dollar better than anything.
Grain terminals were jammed !brow of labor. Now the big idea
He doesn't care for the children
as he should. I should think you with wheat going to market. A is, you cannot press a crown of
would know he doesn't love you record number of cars were taxes upon the people—The SULas he does or you would get handled day after day, but it ,livan (Ind.) Union.
along beetter than you do. He
in love with someone else and
has been for as much as 20 years.
he has something in mind to do
and when this is done you and
he- vvill quit, so take my adviae
die world's daily newspaper—
and be on the watch out.

Have Troubles?...Read Patricia Latane Every Week.

"Delish!"

A Long Life is a "Dairy" One! Drink Fulton Pure Nlilk.

Fulton Pure Milk Co.
PHONE 813-1 FOR DELIVERY

ATKINS, HOLMAN AND FIELDS

JOHN DEERE MODELHHH"

DRIVE-IN CAFE
PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS

Manure Spreader

1111111111111MMIIIIIiihii,

ICE COLD BEER

PARISIAN
Cleaners
Laundry

SMALLMAN

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm Oil Furnace

SEED CLEANING
EXPERIENCED CLEANERS WITH A
MODERN CLEANING PLANT.
We Clean all types of seed.

GRINDING AND MIXING
OF ALL KINDS OF FEEDS
MOLASSES ADDED IF YOU WISH
Authorized Dealers For

SURGE MILKING MACHINES
Fentilizers
Wire Fencing
Feeds
All kinds of insecticides and sprays.
We BUY and SELL all kinds cf feeds and seeds

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
East State Line, Fulton

Phone 202-J

Roofing of All Kind

Gutter and Downspcuts Repaired or
Replaced

CITY
ElectricCo.

Phone 502

205 Commercial Ave.

Spring tooth Harrows
Tractor Mantire Spreadvrs on Rubber
Corn Shellers
Hay and Corn Elevators
Pulverizer with Seeder
Hay Loaders

WILLIAMS HDWE. CO
Phones:
Clinton 3651 Fulton 169
JOHN DEERE Qm.2d4,e,ia..v.z.c5;poree.

BATTERY CARE

ICED WINES
WHISKEY
GIN
RUM
LIQUER
DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street

"Buck Bushart"

Fulton, Ky.

Olive Street

Fulton

In Summer, your battery needs distilled water about three
times monthly. We do it free. When your battery is rundown, get a recharge while you wait. Careful and prompt
attention on oil changes, greasing and tire care, too,
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

MINNIE
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

Service
Station
FlULTON, HY.
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AN ORDINANCE

!Total Cost
$56,000.00 State Line to the West line of
he establishment of the propos- , ing the City Council
will adopt a fitted to the extent of its propor'Allocated to the City of Fulton$ I 510RE
A
RESOLUTION
d flood control system is filed final ordinance which
DECLAR 1 1. •
shall de. tion of the cost. If such determiRight
of
Way
$14,186.00
,
ING THE INTENTION OE
Church Street; thence North a t or prior to such hearings, ,termine (a) whether
or not the nation shall be favorable to the
$24,814.001 and along the West line
THE CITY COUNCIL TO ES- 2. Construction Cost
igned by forty percentum or ,establishment of the
of
proposed establishment of the proposed
TABLISII AND CONSTRUCT 3. Incidental Costs, in
Church Street to the North line more of the owners (residents in 'flood control system is
feasible, flood control system, such ordieluding legal and enA. FLOOD CONTROL SYSTEM
of the Illinois Central right-ofuch city) of property in the fla) whether or not the
aggregate nan.ce (or a subsequent orchgincering expenses
PURSUANT TO HOUSE BILL
way (Fulton to Memphis line): a rea finally found to be bene- henefit to the property in
tho
and the.expense of
NO. 374, PASSED AT THE
itted, - then the City Council area found to be benefitted (as nonce) will direct that the prothence Northeasterly along the
posed system shall be establish.issuing bonds
..
$ 2,000.00 Illinois Central
REGULAR SESSION OF THE
hall take no further action in such area may be changed by
North line to
ed in substantial accord with the
liENERAL ASSEN1BLY FOR
the South line of Fourth Street
he matter, unless two-thirds of 'the City Council) exceeds the
general statement thereof set out
Total
7'HE YEAR 1948, FIXING
$41,000.00 Extension at the under-pass; he members of such governing
cost of such proposed system! hereinabove.
I thence
TIME AND PLACE FOR A Allocated to the State of
Easterly along the body assent thereto.
and (c) whether or not all prop- . SECTION 9. That the text of
BEARING ON SUCH PRO- Kentucky
$ 8,000.00 South line of Lake Street ExSECTION 8. That at such hear- lefty in the area found to be this resolution shall be publishPOSAL
AND PROVIDING Allocated to the State of
, tension and Burton Avenue to
FOR THE GIVING OF NOT- Tennessee
$ 7,000.0C the East line of Thomas Street; ing, or at any subsequent meet- .benefitted will .in fact be bene- ed at lea.st once and at least ten
ICE OF SUCH INTENTION. • SECTION 4. That
the City' thence North along the corpo'WHEREAS, the City Council ,Council declares that all proper- rate limits to the South line of
of the City of Fulton, Kentucky, ty situatt-d within the boundary Reed Street; thence west and
finds and declares that a flood hereinbelow set out will probab- along the South line of Reed
control system should be estab- ly be benefitted by the establish- Street to the South line of
lished in said City to control .ment and construction cf the Gholson Street; thence Southflood waters in Harris Fork ,flood control system hereby pro- erly and along a ridge to HudCreek; and
posed; such boundaries are as dlestop Street; thence West
along the North line of HuddleWHEREAS, said City is auth- follows:
ston Street to Burns Avenue;
urized by House Bill No. 374,1
Beginning a point in the
thence West across the lllinois
passed al the Regular Session of
West line of Carr Street ai 01.
Central Railroad right-of-way
the General Assembly of Kenive's Northeast corner and Parto the West line thereof; thence
tucky for the year 1948 to estahrrish's Southeast corner; thence
Northwesterly along the West
lish and finance such a flood
West to Henson's East line;
line of the said right-of- .vay to
control system;
' thence
North to
Herson's
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT North line; thence west to an. the intersection of such rightof-way with Carr Street and
RE.SOL3iED
BY THE crrY , alley; • thence along the East
Valley Streets.
COUNCIL OF THE -C/TY OF line of the alley tO a
creek:
SFCTION 5. That eost-of-estab—t
FULTON,•--FULTON- --C-OUNTY.:' thence along the-EaSt-bank of
C707MMONWEALTH OF KEN- the creek and with the mean lishing and constructing said
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
derings thereof to Campbell's flood,control system allocated to
SIXTION 1. That the Cll.; South line; thence west to the the City of Fulton shall be met
Council of the City of Fulton east line of Eddings Street:. through the issuance of bonds of
declares that. pursuant to House thence North along the East said - City payable solely front
Bill No. 374, paised at the Reg- line of Eddings Street to the the proceeds of and in anticipaular Session 1948 of the Genera; South bank of the creek; tion of the collection of special
Assembly of the Commonwealth thence along the South bank of assessments to be levied upon
of Kentucky, it intends to estah- the creek to StaIlin's East line: land and real property within
lish, ,construct rind operate a thence South to Stallin's South the boundaries of said City,
flood control system for the pun line; thence west to StaInn's which shall be determined to be
pose cf controlling flood waters West line; thence North to the benefitted by the establishment
in Harris Fork Creek in and North bank of the creek; thence and construction of the said flood
near said City.
East to the North line of Valley contror system; such speEial assSECTION 2. That said flood Street; thence North along Ad- essment to be apportioned and
control system shall consist of am's West line; thence East levied as provided by said House
the
straightening,
widening. along Adam's North line to the Bill No. 374.
deepening and increa.sing the East side of Eddings Street to
Section 6. That the City Councarrying capacity of the portion Adam's
corner: .cil of the City of Fulton, KenNorthwest
of Harris Fork Creek generally thence East to Daws West line; ,tucky will meet at The City
descrA3ed as
thence Ea.st to Da, vs North Council Room, City Hall in said
beeinning at the North side
line; thence East to a point in 1City, at 7:30 o'clock P. M. on
of an iron bridge on Highway
the East line of an alley which Monday, the 6th. day of Septem45 North of the City limits adpoint is 118 feet North of the ber, 1948 to hear and consider
jacent to R. H. White's propNorth line of Valley Street: any objections or protests that
erty; thence southerly between
thence South to the South line may be made or filed against the
Thomas and Reed.s. throttgb
of Valley Street; thence East establishment of the proposed
tbe property now owned by
to the intersection of Valley flood control system, the deJackson, Melton. Lyons, HanStreet, Carr Street and the termination of the area probabcock. Ingram, Patterson, Board
East line of the Illinois Central ly benefitted thereby, the estiof Education of Fulton, Kearight-of-way; thence South and mated cost thereof, or any mat
ky. Arrn_strong, Pattersort,
along the Ea.st line of Carr ter connected therewith.
tinder Flighway 45 at the conStreet to a point in Jess Field's . SECTION 7. That any person
crete bridge on Lake Street
line directly across Carr Street , interested may, at or prior to the
Extension: through the propChristian hearing, in person or by attorrom
the First
erty of Scruegs. Dumas, PorChurch North line; thence ney, file with the City Clerk of
ter, Atkins. 5Ielton, Tucker,
West and along the First Christ- .the City of Fulton any writter
Cowell. under the bridge on
ian Church's North line and the 'objection or protest he may hovel
Burns Avenue arid the Illinois
South line of an atley to the !in the premises or may make I
Centnal Railroad right-of-way;
East line of Eddings Street; ,any such objection or protest
between the property of Little.
thence South and along the ,orally at the hearing. Such ob1Burnett, through the concrete
East line of Eddings Street to a 'jections or protests shall Ise heard
bridge at Fourth Strek Expoint directly across Eddinga !and considered by the City Countents1on: beween the property
Street from 51rs. 5Ialcolm ,cil, which will take such action
of Whites and HaAttnr% then
Chamber's North line; thenc,e as it may deem proper in the
generally in its present locaWest and along Mrs. Chamber's premises and has authority to
tion to a point 3200 feet south
North line and across a vacant ,eliminate from the area probably
of ;se "entucky-Tennessee _ lot to a point in the East
line henefitted any property which it
State Line to Station 30 South
of Park Avenue 200 feet North may find will not be benefitted
of the said Survey.
of the North line of the State ,by the proposed flood control
. SECTION 3. That the City Line Street; thence Kouth and system.
If any property is so
Council cicilaies that the esti- along the East line of Park Av- -eliminated a record
thereof shall
mated cost cl estat.lishing and enue to the Kentucky-Tennes- be entered on
the minutes of the
constructing the said flood COD- see State Line; thence East and City Council.
If, however, a writtrol system as follows:
along the Kentucky-Tennessee ten protest or protests agairAt

sant

(10) days before the date of the
hearing hereby provided in The
Fulton County News, a newspaper published and of general circulation in the City of Fulton
and such publication shall constitute notice of such hearing.
Passed this 23rd day of August,
1948.
Martha Smith
City Clerk
Approved this 23rd day of
August, 1948.
T. T. BOAZ, Mayor

* Labor Day Sale *
IF YOU'RE WORKER
YOUR CREDIT IS
GOOD WITH UM

Full
Size

Fuit
eig,
F all
StrePgth

Furnace

prke
the
but
Nothing cut

ton, Ky.
rs

New Super Coaches Delivered to
DIXIE GREYHOUND ...
And There's More to Come!

To make neft'friends over Labor Day
win
are giving you this opportunity to pi
the top quality, longer wearing, safer
General tires you have always wanted...
at less than the price of ortfinary tined

way travel, these new Super Coaches have
all the latest innovations for safety and
comfort.

about three

.ery is tun-

and prompt

too!

Service.
'CTS
,?,iated

;ervice
itation

MN, KY.

SOLID COMFORT, They're roomier ..,,
they're easy-riding ... they're perfect for
relaxing highway travel. You'll like the
deep-cushioned comfort of die restful reclining seats.

MORE SUPER COACHES COMING! On
order are scores of these comfort-cruisers
and they'll soon be in service in the mid•
south. This mighty fleet of new Super
C..oaches is your assurance of the finest in
travel comfort.
AND, LOOK AT THEW LOW FARTS!

CARS
'46, '47
OWNERS OF
ATTENTION!
Sets
s32." on
I tres
Pressure
SPit

REFRESHINGLY AIR CONDITIONED,
Clean, "washed" air with exact temperanoto We,
Rommel Trip
ture and humidity control provides extra JACKSON,
TENN.
$ 1.20 8 2.20
travel pleasure for you on every ride.
DETROIT, MICH
9.50 17.11i
525
9.45
DESIGN= FOR DIPIHDAMLITYI Engi- LOUISVILLE, KY.
BIRMINGHAM
4.90
11.85
tweeted by the pioneers of reliabie highe
MEMPHIS
2.50
440
INDIANAPOLIS
6.45 1145
(U. S. TAX EXTRA)

UNION BUS STATION

4

4111 &

CAFLR STS.

sai

l‘KE-NEAN los
IOU
1USI %Aka
ON

IHE

1949

CARS

BOB WHITE MOTOR CO

PHONE 4-4

GREYHOUND .
_ "JsPe•N_

228 FOURTH STREET
•

FULTON

PHONE 60
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membership card or written
By JOE
statement from the county Fres!er and with a little more experIdent or secretary. All member!.
MAHON EY
ience should prove quite valuable.
iRom THE
Bureau family are also
Our manager, Kuester. got
quite a big hand up at Owensboro last week. The Oiler fans
In addition there will be numThete's a big push to get a of North American fertilizer. a
hadn't forgotten the big out
Savings Bonti by the Ken- erous other attractions,•including
this
at
$50
attendance
farmer
large
fielder who played such an imexhibits, a gala
By Martha Moore
tucky Farm Bureau Mutual In- special farm
year's Kentucky State Fair.
portant part on their pennant
surance Co., a $150 complete in- show, livestock show, and judgmore
much
made
has
been
It
winning teams of several years
exhibits,
product
of an agricultural fair than ever stallation of lightning rods by J. ing. farm
The time's running out for ago. Fulton's lucky to have got
before. Prizes for farm product B. Powell & Son of Lexington, farm home exhibits and lots of
baseball in Fulton and only six ten such a good manager this
winners have been upped in val- a half ton of 44% soybean oil- attractions for farm homemi,kmore games remain scheduled late in the season, and if he re
ue and the classes for which meal by Louisville Soy Products ers.
for Fairfield. Fulton's Railroad turns here next year, we predict
'prizes are offered have been in- I Corp., half a ton of Aubrey Red
ers seemed to have saved their ' the season's standing will be
The Kentucky Farm Bureau
itireoy wommeor mumps. 'creased. There'll be just about 1"A" feed, 10 bushels hybrid seed Federation
is taking a more and
best for last and are playing as quite different from this year as
kilweed
THAN 40 YEARS HAVE
of
WORE
10
YET
gallons
and
.corn
farm
of
piece
,every
conceivable
good a brand of baseball as any far as the Railroaders are eonatESEO SiNCE FE GAMED THAT
an more active part in helping to
Sebree,
of
Bros.
Stull
by
ler
and
of
item
farm
,equipment
TTTLE. 1935 Ar TNE oGE CF 14
build and promote the State Fair.
tearn in the League now. They cerned.
supplies, as well as modern home old-fashioned wooden barrel of They were instrumental in obHE IhON THE 10.1 INALKLINE
still hold the all-time record for
The Railroaders are still groanflour and 10 bags of Insurance
MOM MeziRCE
CHANDiCNOHIP
on
exhibit.
equipment,
of a law designplaying tight games.
!ing under a load of injuries, and
PAPIE,AND 50CE
vITNAu5
& Ballard, an 8- taining passage
Fair officials are using every feed by Ballard
out of poliFulton met their age-old rivals it looked like Monday night that
THEN HAS OWE Cur CN TOP
aluminum metal ed to take the Fair
Kool-Vent
ft.
CHAMPCN5HiP
at
to
their command
make
Imeans
ONER CO
selling half-price
another-player when
10 bushels Broadbent tics. They are
umbrella,
frorn across the border this week we'd lost
TOURNAhAENTS.
more
state
the
annual
exposition
tickets all over thc
rounded third base
hybrid seed corn, and a case of admission
Fairfield and Fulton fans have Dick Guyton
‘
at
'attractive, more entertaining and
state. They are heading the sett
twisted an ankle, but he
Ashland Penn Motor Oil.
not seen such baseball in a long and
put
have
They
.
more
educational
county exhibits deremainder of the 1.5
Only Kentucky Farm Bureau mg up of
time. Union City, which many played the
particular emphasis on its agrisigned to provide a show window
the
in
back
's
Englebright
game.
the
.say has the best team in
cultural features, without des- members are eligible for the of the industry, natural resourcafter a round of poison
League though they're in second lineup
troying any of the other attrac- prizes being offered. Rules re. es and agriculture of each CO1111arm
injured
an
had
Cook's
ivy.
Kenplace, got cleaned by their
tions.
quire proof of membership by , ty in the state.
for
bench
the
on
Brawner's
and
haira
tucky rivals Sunday in
In order to do this they have
with a
season
the
of
rest
the
Carl
little
pulling game. 1.vhen
provided some special features
has
runs to. hroken collar bone. Thomas
--Ashford knocked
—for .fariners.- Outstanding-in this
mosi—OT—the -time andiTri
c
-en
'be
ninth
the
in
3-2
win the game
direction is the setting aside of
a patched up lineup for
inning. Monday night the Hounds it's been
one day of the event (Tuesday.
but despite this all the
sometime,
the
at
though
call,
gct a close
Sept. 14) as Farm Bureau Day
boys are playing good ball.
EASKETALL COACH
THE
ifFE cEnaCrt TGER5
,
end of the 10-inning affair they ,
and turning over to the KentucAT miCOLES.RN CCLLEGE.
It
TEAM
run.
--UF
irArmA.CR
CeLv
one
by
front
in
were out
ky Farm Bureau Fe ration the
VERPCNT,PUNG PECCAETERS ON HIS
NEvER 10 FIP415H IN THE
was a tight pitchers battle with
DIECINERED EACH MAP-1 CCNERED A DiSTANCE
taining the
responsibility of
CELLAR.
GiamEl
OMR
splenIN
a
MAI
giving
5
AzA4Q57
OF
Intindola
Smolt!,
biggest farmer cr d to ever atlocals.
the
for
e
performanc
did
tend the State
Ir.
fly circles around most birds
Union City was leading in the
SOFTBALL STANDLNGS
In turn, Farm Bureau is going
without pulling the throttle half
ninth, when those fighting Railw. L. pet. all out to do that very thing.
open.
•
TEAM
roaders knotted the score and
10 2 .833 . Girl employees of the FederaWe've had fair success in figu- ,• VFW
forced the game to another innbon will be stationed at each enring leads, particularly on water- ,Siegel
ing.
8 6
5 .6
5 'trance gate to pin a large but1,
57
fowl, by following this formula' Iluddleston
,
6 7 .461 ton. on which is written "Far"
........... .
That last half of the ninth was
Pull out in front of a flying bird ,Baptists
By JIM MITCHELL
6 8 .429 Bureau
Member", on every
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Friday, August 27, 1948
Victory Homemakers
Meet With Mrs.
Herman Roberts

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KEN'TUCKY
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A COMPLETE TOCK OF SMALL HOUSEHOLD NEEDS FROM

The Victory Homemakers Club
met in the home of the retiring
President. Mrs. Herman Roberts.
on Tuesday. August 17. The
meeting was presided over b::
Mrs. Roberts who also gave the
Devotional.
Most of the members were
present with two visitors, Mrc.
Harold Williamson and Mrs.
Charles Upton, the latter becoming a member.
The main event of the meeting was the filling out of year
hooks and discussing the goals
for the -coming year. We hope
to see nicer looking mail boxes
with the names printed on them
which will add much to the sp.
pearance of oiri community.
The list of slip covers being
is increasing. Mrs
completed
Clifton reported having finished slip covers for a couch and
two chairs.
The lanoscape ieader gave a
Nexy _interesting talk; on how to
care for iris bulbs. columbine
and peonies. A mixture of four
teaspoonful Black Leaf 40 to on,
rallon soapy water makes a good
spray for rose bushes. She also
gave a formula for making whitewash that will not wash off.
Recreation was directed 1.v
Mrs. John Dawes. The group,
was led in playing Twenty Questions, a very interesting game.
and in singing Dixie.
Refreshments of cookies and (
Coca Colas were served by the.
hostess.
meeting adjourned to;
The
meet with NIrs. Gene Dcwdy in'
September.

- 10c - 25c UP
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RILTON t1111111UfURNITUK co.

100

RED-HOT

3'9 -525 WALNUT ST.•••• SititoieralVe 621kg.t ••• FULTON,KY •••

Add To Your Attractive
Home...fit R Saving

SPECIAL:
4-PIECE MIXING BOWL SETS
They're the genuine "Fire-King" heat-proof jade-ite! Handyfor all purposes around the kitchen
fine for inexpensive
gifts, too.,REGULAR PRICE, $1.29 per set of four .

OUR RED-HOT SPECIAL PRICE:

99c
ROOMY, WALNUT - FINISH

THE LATEST PHONOGR . PH

Chifferobes

*COO
1/(141

Single door on one side; mirrored-door hat compartment at
THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by Billboard
Magazine

the top of four roomy drawers on the other. Ideal as a span_
closet for daily use, or for storing out-of-season garments in

PERSONALS

dust-proof security. Nicely-finished in simulated veneer to

Miss Shirley Caudle of Greenfield, Tenn.. is the guest of her
aunt, Mrs. L. A. Perry on Eddings St.

with your other bedroom furniture. REGULAR

match

PRICE: $29.95.

Miss June W,Iliarns of Detroit,
Mich.. is the guest of Mrs. Harry
Bushart.

SAVE ONE-THIRD! 19.95

NIr. and M/S. Lennie Roper and
son spent Sunday at the Lake
Mrs. Ernest Bell has returned
fiorn a trip to Lexington, Ky.

Little Phillip Andrews underwent a tonsiliecterny in Jones
Hospital Saturday. and 2s doing
line at his herne on Jackson
Street.
M,ss Mary Les.Use Simons anci
several of her school-mates left
Wednesday for a visit to Miss
Betty Ann Wake in Kuttawa,
Ky. They will spend a week at
ii,. :ttawa Springs.
Miss *Mary Louise Simons is
visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Mel S,rnor.s. See has just
finished the surr.mer term at
Murray.

1. My Happiness
6. A Tree in the
2. You call everybody
Meadow
Darlin'
7. Love Somebody
3. Woody Woodpeck- 8. Little White Lies
er
9. 12th Street Rag
4. It's Magic
10.
Maybe You'll be
5. You can't be true,
there
Dear.
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER
Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage Cabinets
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records). LISTEN TO OUR
PROGRAM EACH DAY 6:30 to 7: P. M. Over WNGO for the latest
r•zords.

. and Mrs. Jess Nichols and
Mrs. Charlotte Smith spent Monday in Paducah.
Misi‘ Mary Holman and mother spent Monday in Memphis.

I

4 SHELVES! GLASS DOORS!

-BOOKCASES
ALL SIZES!

Store your valuable books in dust-Proof security
and out of casual reach of the youngsters with this
handsome walnut-finish case. Four roomy shelves
attractive wood scrollwork decorations
deep
over the glass for added protection and decoration,
..

REGULAR PRICE: $37.50
PRICE: $24.95.

OUR

We have a nice selection of colors and
patterns and plenty
of them on hand.
$7.85 $8.95 $12.95

SPECIAL

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

ASSORTED SIZES, COLORS

Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Lou Cost by-

LAMP SHADES

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

PLENTY ON HAND!

YARD GOODS
Your choice of colors and patterns for
every room in the
house. Plenty on
hand!.

Are some of your old shades getting soiled and cut
of shape? Why not replace them NOW with some of
.,-

our_ smart patterns, before the long indoor season sr-

+NM

4
0
1411. 51.°11r,
•
,
(ens 1
fii

rives?

Included in this group

are parchrnents, silks

aa others for floor, table, boudoir and other lamps.
.this special discount!
No exchanges, no refunds at

, r-ar,„„, *--,..-- 'Air
?
l
i

k

'.1.7'.-

HALF PRICE

''' :. 1)
,• ',. "*.,.- i.., '-kt.....
,
1,"'...•
-

ELECTRIC FANS FOR EVERY PURSE & PURPOSE

World's Smallest Hearing
Aid Receiver Transmits 2 to 6
Times More Clear Sound

8-inch DOMINION, 1 speed, non-oscillating; 4 aluminum blades

SOLID WALNUT!

-with far
• Berea new hearing clarity
than before! And
more Bound intensity comfort--nullion•
wholly new hearing
way
ran now he.ar with power turned
pounds.
down. No buzzing, no hollow lifelik•
of
Beltone seta new atandard
hearing.

FREE

poetGot free boeklet of amazing
wrapwer Eerie on cleaned... Plain
Corn. in,

per - no obligation.
pbone, or mail coupon.

SECRETARY
A beautiful colonial reproduction in solid walnui
to add genuine pleasure and charm to your household.

MR MOST ONE-UNIT
HEARING AID

O. A. ROLAND

BOX 727, PADUCAH, RY.
Beitone Hearing service
Box 727, Paducah, Hy.
ObliEstk.
ree withoDE
nem FRIER
Booklet of mete about
the new
BrATNItali awl Bow to Overeawo It.
-1.•

•-

Adana

L

•
•

•
mio.1M• .•
.....
•
•
.MDO

15 percent REDUCTION
ON ALL FANS

shelves

Roomy, easy -pull
above, decorated

drawers,

glass-enclosed

as pictured. REGULAR

PRICE: $95.00

SPECIAL! 69.95

$5.95

10-inch POLAR CUR; 1 speed, oscillating
12-inch POLAR CUB; 1 speed, oscillating; 4 aluminum blades

:172:5905

10-inch GENERAL ELECTRIC; 1 speed, oscillating
10-inch SAMSON RUBBER BLADED Safety Fan; 1 speed, oscillating

$1
1.95
27
5

i2-inch SPARTON; 2 speeds, oscillating

$21.95

12-inch ARCTIC-AIRE; 3 speeds, oscillating

$33.5(

16-inch ARCTIC AIRE; 3 speeds, oscillating

$45.0(

16-inch EMERSON; 3 speeds, oscillating GUARANTEED FIVE YEARS

$42.50
12-inch EMgRSON; 2 speeds, oscillating, GUARANTEED FIVE 'YEARS...... $29.50
10-inch EMERSON; I speed, oscillating, GUARANTKED FIVE YEARS

$24.75

PALM-BREEZE FLOOR FANS4 1 speed, lots of air

$49.95

MODERNAIRE adjustable position variable speed fan; 18-inch blades chrome
tubular stand

$59.95

I6-inch WINDOW FANS for kitchen, bedroom or sitting room (motor, blades and
circular frame only)

.$29.95

Mb
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ever
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Elder E. C. Lowery has been
Mr. Rirhard Lowry is visiting
on the sick list this past week,'
this week in Detroit, Mich.
)).
speedy recover.
Mrs. Jimmie Clements and We wish him a
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Yates and:
'daughter spent Monday with her
Williams, Mr..
'mother, Mrs. Willie Lou Brann. son, Miss Naomi
Taylor and son,
The tobacco cutting is going'on and Mrs. Cecil
Ernest Morgan,
now in this community. The Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Johnnie:
women are having nice evenings ,and family, and
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and Mrs. O. M. Henly.
the men work.
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Personals

BAIDAY and SATURDAY
Double Feature
BIRD PICTURE

BILL AND COO
PLUS
Joan Hall
Margaret Lindsay
IN

VIGILANTES
RETURN
Cartoon-Bags Bunny Rides
Again
SUN. - MON. - TUES.

I
?!

ryoNer
DeCARLO

AUSTIN SPRINGS

&AN

DURYEA-

RIVER LADY
March of Time
Cartoon and Fox News
1-2
- THUR. -

srrr.

ASCII( MAIIICH
ANSI SLYTN
DAN DUITSA
SOMOND 0'111101

ANOTHER
PART of the
-.10ZEST._
Added Fox News

"WHO AM I"
CONTE9T:
(See picture elsewhere in today's paper)
nere is a little contest designed to test your megiory of the
movie stars. Each week a picture will appear in the "Who
Am I" box, just as this week.
To the FIRST 6 INDIVIDUALS who correctly identify
the picture, one FREE TICKET to the Fulton theatre will
be awarded.

RULES
1. Entries must be submitted
to the Fulton Theatre, Fullasn, Ky. either in person or
y mail. All entries must be
IN WRITING and WILT% the
name and address of the person making the guess.
3. No entries IN PERSON
may be made at the boxoffice
before Saturday noon.
3. Passes awarded lyill be
good for a feature program
the following week.

ORPHEUM
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Comedy and Serial
SUNDAY - MOKDAY
'Tyrone Powei
Jean Peters
IN

CAPTAIN FROM
CASTILE
Added - Cartoon
TUE. - HES. - THUR.

""IN"'"
HAPPENED 011
FIFTH AVENUE
PLUS
Jenet Martin
IN

KM Of

GAMBLERS

Roundhouse
Round-Up

AtmarsAii
Final Week
$ 8.95
109.95
49.50
38.-50
- -26.50
1.49
12.95
134.95
1,95
22.50

Occasional Chairs
Velour 2-pc. Sofa Bed Suites
Four piece Bed Room Suites from
Breakfast Suite
Chifferobes
Sittig Rugs from
Balk Shelves
pc. Mahogany Dinette Suite
Innerspring Mattress
Corner Whatnot
Knee Hole Desk
Chrome Chair (with arms)
Odd Chests
Spool Bed

CHESTNUT GLADE

12.95
17.95
13.95

CLOSE OUT!

ALL PICTURES!

All Large Pictures

All Small Pictures

$1.29 EACH

49" EACH

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

RAY'S

Fulton Route 3

Sandwich Shop
DELICIOUS

HAMBURGERS

Pit Bar-B-Q
Curb Service

General Electric Blankets
Table Lamps
Floor Lamps
One-Minute Washing Machines
Zenith Washer
Majestic Range ($175.00 value)
Apaitment Electric Range
Table Top Oil Range
Electric Roaster Oven
Halton Radio

5. 22.95
- 2.95
5.95
99.50
119.95
125.00
99.95
94.95
24.95
14.95

Fulton Hdwe & Furnitur"e Co

208 Lake Street

Fulton

Phone I

***NM.
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